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Abstract
Detection of alpha particles is an important safety measure in applications producing alpha
radiation. Silicon-based alpha detectors have taken their place in the industry due to their
desirable properties, such as small size and inexpensive manufacturing. The operation
principle of the silicon detectors has traditionally based on a p-n junction created by external
doping. However, doping results in an area of high recombination near the surface of the
detector often called a dead layer. The energy resolution and efficiency of the detector suffer
from the dead layer and thus it is rather surprising that this issue has not been solved yet in
state-of-the-art detectors.

In this thesis, a novel idea to overcome the above-mentioned dead layer issue is
proposed.  Instead of using external doping, the junction could be realized as an induced
junction using a highly charged dielectric layer. The main goal is to study whether this idea
is realistic and to develop a possible fabrication process for such induced junction alpha
detectors. First, the principles of alpha particle detection are reviewed to recognize the most
important aspects and a baseline alpha detector fabrication process is built. Leakage current
is identified as an especially important property, and hence additional test measurements
are performed to optimize it. The findings are then applied to create a more advanced
process flow. Finally, both process flows are used to fabricate the actual detectors, which
are then characterized with IV/CV and alpha spectroscopy measurements.

The results show that functional alpha detectors can be fabricated without a need for
external doping using the proposed idea for the induced junction technology. In fact,
multiple induced junction detectors reach leakage currents close to 50 pA/mm2, which
compares well with detectors produced by the market leaders. Test measurements show that
the induced junction has a hundred times lower dark surface saturation current than
implanted junction. Preliminary alpha spectroscopy demonstrates that the detectors can
clearly distinguish particles emitted by different alpha emitters although the used setup was
insufficient for accurate determination of energy resolution. The detectors are currently
being measured in an industrial setting, which will provide accurate device performance
data. Nevertheless, the leakage currents already indicate that utilizing the induced junction
could be a promising option for achieving improved energy resolution with alpha detectors.

Keywords alpha radiation, silicon detectors, induced junction, leakage current, alpha
spectroscopy
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Tiivistelmä
Alfasäteilyä hyödyntävissä sovelluksissa on turvallisuussyistä tärkeää pystyä havaitsemaan
säteilyn voimakkuutta. Piipohjaiset alfailmaisimet ovat ottaneet paikkansa teollisuudessa
hyvien ominaisuuksiensa, kuten pienen koon ja halvan tuotannon vuoksi. Pii-ilmaisimien
operaatioperiaate on perinteisesti perustunut ulkoisesti seostettuun p-n -liitokseen. Seostus
aiheuttaa kuitenkin ilmaisimen pintaan korkean rekombinaation alueen, jota kutsutaan
kuolleeksi kerrokseksi. Ilmaisimen energiaresoluutio ja tehokkuus kärsivät kuolleesta
kerroksesta ja onkin yllättävää, ettei ongelmaa ole nykyilmaisimissa ratkaistu.

Tässä työssä ehdotetaan uutta ideaa ratkaista kuolleen kerroksen ongelma. Ulkoisen
seostuksen sijaan liitos voitaisiin toteuttaa indusoituneena liitoksena käyttäen vahvasti
varattua eristekerrosta. Tämän työn tavoitteena on tutkia, olisiko tämä ehdotus mahdollinen,
ja kehittää vastaava valmistusprosessi indusoiduille ilmaisimille. Alfahiukkasten
havaitsemisen perusteet kerrataan, jotta tärkeimmät osa-alueet voidaan tunnistaa. Näiden
pohjalle tehdään prosessi, joka toimii lähtökohtana prosessikehitystä varten. Vuotovirta
havaitaan erityisen tärkeäksi ominaisuudeksi ja testimittauksia suoritetaan sen
optimoimiseksi. Löydöksiä sovelletaan seuraavaksi edistyneen prosessivuon luomiseksi.
Sekä lähtökohtaprosessilla että edistyneellä prosessivuolla valmistetaan lopuksi ilmaisimet,
jotka karakterisoidaan IV/CV- ja alfaspektroskopiamittauksilla.

Tulokset osoittavat, että toimivia alfailmaisimia voidaan valmistaa ilman ulkoista
seostamista käyttäen indusoitua liitosta. Useampi indusoitu ilmaisin saavutti 50 pA/mm2

vuotovirran, joka vertautuu hyvin markkinajohtajien ilmaisimiin. Testimittaukset näyttävät,
että indusoidulla liitoksella on yli sata kertaa pienempi pimeä saturaatiovirta kuin
implantoidulla liitoksella. Alustava alfaspektroskopia-analyysi todistaa, että ilmaisimet
erottavat selvästi eri säteilijöiden emittoimat hiukkaset, vaikka mittaussysteemi olikin
riittämätön tarkan energiaresoluution määrittämiseen. Ilmaisimia mitataan parhaillaan
teollisessa ympäristössä, mikä tulee antamaan tarkkaa dataa ilmaisimien toimintakyvystä.
Jo vuotovirrat kuitenkin osoittavat, että indusoidun liitoksen käyttö voi olla lupaava
vaihtoehto paremman energiaresoluution saamiseksi alfailmaisimilla.

Avainsanat alfasäteily, pii-ilmaisimet, indusoitu liitos, vuotovirta, alfaspektroskopia
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Radioactive decay is one of the characteristic properties of heavy elements responsible
for emission of nuclear radiation. Radioactivity is often perceived as a purely harmful and
dangerous phenomenon due to ionizing emission products, which when in contact with
body tissue can break chemical bonds and damage the cells. In large enough doses, this
may quickly lead to even lethal radiation burns or alternatively cause stochastic mutation
effects in cells, which can later emerge as cancer or heritable diseases. Nevertheless,
radioactivity has been used in many applications necessary for maintaining our quality of
life, as discussed in the following paragraph. [1]

One main type of radioactive emission is alpha radiation, a process in which a heavy
nucleus emits an alpha particle. Alpha radiation has various uses in many fields. For
example, ionization smoke detectors are based on ionization of air by the alpha emitter
Am-241 [2]. Another use of alpha radiation is to employ Po-210 to eliminate static
electricity in equipment within certain industries [3]. Alpha emitters can also act as a
long-lasting power source, thus making them ideal for applications with poor
accessibility. [4] Lately, alpha emitters have received much attention as a treatment for
cancer [5]. For ensuring safety in these applications, it is important to be able to measure
the intensity of alpha radiation, since highly ionizing alpha radiation is the most
detrimental of the radiation types when in contact with cells. Monitoring radiation is also
an essential safety measure in nuclear installations as well as a method to observe
radioactive species in the atmosphere, an indication of nuclear accidents.

The most common instruments for alpha particle detection are based on silicon.
Favorable properties of silicon detectors, such as their small size and inexpensive
manufacturing, make them a great option for alpha detection. Currently, most silicon
alpha detectors base their operation on a p-n junction created by introducing dopant atoms
to the silicon lattice with external doping, such as implantation. However, dopant atoms
create a so-called dead layer on the surface of the detector, which hinders the efficiency
and energy resolution of the detector. Minimizing the thickness of the dead layer has
recently been one of the major aims for the detector industry. [6]

A new and promising method for overcoming the above-mentioned dead layer issue
is to employ a so-called induced junction in an alpha detector. In the induced junctions,
no dopants are located in the lattice, thus avoiding the formation of dead layers. In
addition, compared to an externally doped junction, a considerably lower number of
charge carriers in an induced junction would almost totally eliminate Auger
recombination. In theory, these two advantages could allow achieving even higher energy
resolutions and efficiencies than with previous detector models. Although induced
junctions have already been utilized in photodiodes for achieving increased quantum
efficiency [7], no work has been devoted to implementing these in alpha detectors.

The aim of this thesis is to develop a fabrication process for a silicon-based alpha
detector with record sensitivity utilizing induced junction with a focus on optimizing the
most important detector properties, such as surface leakage. This aim will be
accomplished by identifying aspects essential for the best detection performance through
experiments, as well as applying these in practice in order to fabricate a set of silicon
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alpha detectors utilizing an induced junction. The performance of the detectors is then
compared to traditional doped junction detectors in terms of emitter performance, leakage
current and energy spectrum.

To optimize the properties of the induced junction detector, the thesis performs
multiple test measurements. In order to fabricate the detectors, the thesis develops two
process flow approaches: a baseline process flow and a highly advanced one based on the
test measurements. Silicon wafers containing induced junction and implanted p-n
junction detectors as well as different types of smaller detectors for testing purposes are
then fabricated starting with blank silicon wafers. Test samples are produced along with
the device wafers in order to investigate dark saturation currents and minority charge
carrier lifetimes in different phases of the processing. The detectors are characterized
using IV/CV measurements and alpha spectroscopy. Target for the detectors is to achieve
performance of typical silicon detectors from leading manufacturers. This means below
40 nA leakage current at 80 V reverse bias and below 200 pF capacitance at full depletion
as well as energy resolution of 0.5 % or less.

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows. For understanding the operation
principles of silicon detectors, Chapter 2 reviews the theoretical background on alpha
decay, as well as the interaction between the alpha particle and matter. Chapter 3
introduces the central principles behind silicon detectors and discusses their limitations.
Chapter 4 reviews the most important concepts in alpha spectroscopy, which are essential
for interpreting the results of this thesis. In order to optimize the fabrication process,
Chapter 5 describes the multiple test measurements and compares the performance of the
induced junction emitter to its traditionally fabricated counterpart. Chapter 6 presents an
approach for processing the detector wafers and summarizes the results of the detector
characterization. Chapter 7 presents the conclusions of the thesis.
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2

2.1 Alpha decay

Heavy nuclei are inherently unstable and thus subject to spontaneous emission. This
phenomenon is called radioactivity and it is divided into different types depending on the
emission product and process. [6,8] Alpha decay, which is a radioactive process
responsible for creating alpha particles, is one of the most common types of radioactive
decay along with beta and gamma decay. The process is most common in heavier nuclei,
such as uranium, thorium, actinium, and radium. [8]

In alpha decay, a heavy nucleus emits an alpha particle, which consists of two protons
and two neutrons and is therefore equivalent to a helium nucleus. The schematic
expression of the decay process is [6]

(1)

The decay is a stochastic process meaning that it is impossible to accurately predict
when an individual alpha decay will occur [8]. Emission of an alpha particle depends on
two factors governed by quantum mechanics. The first factor is a formation probability
of an alpha particle in the nuclear surface region. Second, the alpha particle has a certain
probability of overcoming the Coulomb barrier and escaping the nucleus. Combined,
these two factors make the decay process purely probabilistic. [9] Nevertheless, an
average time it takes for half of the nuclei in an arbitrarily large cluster of atoms to decay
can be determined for every isotope of elements. This time period is described by a
quantity called half-life. Half-life is a characteristic property for each radioactive element
and its values can range from fractions of a second to millions of years. [8]

Half-life of the parent isotope mildly correlates with the kinetic energy of alpha
particles created in alpha decay. The highest energy alpha emission originates from the
shortest half-life isotopes and vice versa. Even though the half-lives of different elements
differ drastically, most of the alpha particle energies lay between 4 and 6 MeV. Lower
energy particles tend to be created by nuclei with extremely large half-lives and the
intensity of low energy alpha radiation is thus very low. Furthermore, the probability of
penetrating the Coulomb barrier decreases with lower alpha particle energies. On the
other hand, over 6 MeV alpha particles are a result of alpha decay with a half-time shorter
than a few days leading to fast decay and scarcity of said sources. [6] Usually the alpha
particles emitted by a certain element are fairly monoenergetic but some alpha emitters,
such as widely used Pu-239 and Am-241, can emit alpha particles with multiple energies
due to the ability of their nuclei to be in different discreet energy levels [8].

2.2 Absorption of alpha particles

The penetration depth in an absorber, called the range of the particle, can be determined
for charged particles. Range is an average quantity, since every particle does not stop
exactly after the same thickness of absorber. Instead, the statistical nature of collisions
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with absorber atoms leads to small disparities in the particle ranges called range
straggling. [10] Different charged particles have defined ranges in absorbers allowing
their characterization by the inspection of their penetration depths. Knowing the range of
particles is extremely important in detector applications because, in order to measure the
full radiation energy, an active thickness of the detector must be greater than the range of
the particle.

Alpha particles interact with matter primarily through Coulomb forces. The positively
charged alpha particle and orbital electrons of the absorber material inflict a force on each
other. While entering the material, energetic alpha particles interact simultaneously with
multiple electrons. Depending on the passing distance of the alpha particle, an electron
can be excited to a higher energy shell or even separated completely from its nucleus. The
energy of the electron rises at the expense of the alpha particle, which will continue along
its path with slightly less kinetic energy. [6]

Propagation path of the alpha particles is exceedingly straight until the very last
moments before stopping. Collisions with particles have only minor effect on the path of
the alpha particle and the force caused by the electrons is rather uniform from all
directions. Straight paths lead to accurately predictable penetration depths, that mostly
depend on the kinetic energy of the alpha particles and an electron density of the absorber,
with the main source of deviation arising from the different incident angles of the
particles. [6]

Stopping power of an absorber is defined by energy lost by a charged particle within
the propagation path. Differentially expressed

(2)

where -dE/dx is also called specific energy loss. [6] The gradual loss of energy can be
classically expressed with the Bethe formula, which is written [6,10,11]

(3)

where  is the atom density in absorber material
 is the atomic number of the absorber material
 is the charge of the primary particle (Q = 2 for alpha particle)
 is the elementary charge

 is the electron rest mass
 is the velocity of the primary particle
 is the mean excitation potential per electron

 is the ratio between velocity of the particle and the speed of light

Only the first logarithmic term in the Equation 3 affects the specific energy loss of a
nonrelativistic particle, such as alpha particle. That term also changes slowly with particle
energy and therefore behavior of -dE/dx can be approximated by inspecting only the
multiplicative term. Because the velocity of the alpha particles is rather low (~5% the
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speed of light), they have a significant amount of time to interact with each electron. That
added to the fact that there is simultaneously a number of electron-alpha particle
interactions taking place will lead to a rapid loss of all of its kinetic energy and eventually
bring the particle to a halt. Therefore, the penetration range for alpha particles in any
medium is very short, e.g., below 30 µm in silicon for 5 MeV alpha particles.
Additionally, compared to beta and gamma rays, larger mass and charge of the alpha
particle shorten its range [6].

Equation 3 holds for nearly the full path of alpha particle absorption. When
approaching its range, the alpha particle has lost the majority of its kinetic energy and
starts to experience electron exchange with the atoms of the absorber material. The
absorber will eventually donate two electrons to the alpha particle neutralizing its charge.
The alpha particle, which has now turned into a neutral helium atom, will not have much
energy left and will stop shortly. [6]

The specific energy loss curve, also known as the Bragg curve, can be seen in Figure
1. The curve illustrates well the increasing stopping power as the kinetic energy (and
velocity) of the particle decreases. At the peak of the curve, the electron exchange begins
to take place and the stopping power dips rapidly.

In air, alpha particles stop after only a few centimeters. Also, the outer layers of human
skin are capable of stopping otherwise harmful alpha radiation. However, if ingested, an
alpha particle source will cause serious complications inside the body, since alpha
radiation has high ionization power and is hence the most destructive type of radiation
for the cells. Indeed, it has potency of killing cells, which can lead to severe radiation
poisoning. [1] Alpha radiation has also been reported to have carcinogenic effects on the
cells [13].

Figure 1: The specific energy loss along the path of an alpha particle. [12]
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3

3.1 Semiconductor properties

3.1.1 Band structure

Semiconductors are solid materials whose electrical conductivity is between that of
conductors and insulators. One major advantage of semiconductors is that their
conductivity can be modified by a process called doping. Additionally, the conductivity
is also affected by temperature. The difference between semiconductors, insulators and
metals can be explained with their band structure. To conduct electricity, the material
needs to have electrons in its conduction band. The conduction band electrons are free to
move from atom to atom and can therefore transfer electricity through the material. The
next highest energy band is called the valence band and the electrons in it correspond to
those bound by the lattice. These two bands are separated by a band gap, which
determines the amount of energy an electron needs to gain in order to jump from the
valence band to the conduction band. [14]

Semiconductors and insulators both have a completely empty conduction band and
full valence band when no external excitation is present. The size of the band gap
differentiates the two material types, as the electrons of the semiconductor are able to
overcome the rather low band gap between the valence and conduction bands when
excited by thermal energy, photons or charged particles. Thus, semiconductors start to
conduct electricity when the excitations are energetic enough to raise the electrons from
the valance band to the conduction band. The band gap of insulators is high enough that
only a minuscule number of electrons is excited to the conduction band by thermal energy.
Metals do not have a band gap since their valence and conduction bands overlap.
Therefore, they always have electrons available for conduction. [14]

In addition to the conduction electron, the excitation process creates another charge
carrier to the valence band called a hole. The hole is only a vacancy of an electron, but it
acts as a positive charge carrier. Similar to electrons, also holes experience force in an
electric field and start to move along it, just in the opposite direction to the negatively
charged electrons. The excitation process always creates charge carriers as electron-hole
pairs and thus their amount is always equal in a pure semiconductor. [6]

3.1.2 Charge carrier recombination

The electron and the hole can eliminate each other in a process called charge carrier
recombination. Essentially, the electron descends from the conduction band to fill the
hole in the valence band. Both of the two charge carriers vanish in the process and the
excess energy of the electron is released as a photon or dissipated as heat. [14]

The recombination in the semiconductor bulk can be divided into three mechanisms:
radiative, Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) and Auger recombination (Figure 2). In radiative
recombination the electron jumps straight to valence band and radiates the excess energy
as a photon. The Shockley-Read-Hall recombination can occur when the lattice has
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energy states within the band gap. These defect states are caused by impurity atoms or
other kinds of defects in the crystal lattice. The energy levels between the main bands can
trap electrons from the conduction band and detain them from participating to conduction
of current. The electrons can eventually be excited back into the conduction band or
recombine with a hole from the valence band. In the latter case, the energy is usually
transformed into heat. Like the electrons, the holes can also experience trapping, from
which they are released similarly by recombination or excitation back to the valence band.
[15] Finally, the Auger recombination involves a third charge carrier in addition to the
recombining electron and the hole. The energy released in the recombination is given to
another electron or hole, which rises to a higher energy level. The energy is released as
heat as the charged particle eventually returns to its original energy level. [14]

Figure 2: Three bulk recombination mechanisms represented schematically: a) SRH
recombination, b) radiative recombination, c) Auger recombination. Filled and open
circles denote electrons and holes, respectively. Ec and Ev are the energy levels of the
conduction and valence bands, whereas Et represents energy of the trapping states. [16]

In addition to the bulk of the semiconductor, recombination occurs on the surfaces as
well. However, the recombination mechanism is a little different. The periodicity of the
semiconductor crystal lattice ends at the surface leaving the last atoms unable to make
covalent bonds with all of their valence electrons. This results in so-called dangling
bonds, which create new energy levels similarly to lattice impurities, and hence act as
recombination centers. [17] Surface recombination can be reduced with surface
passivation, which is implemented by depositing a layer of some other material on top of
the semiconductor. This passivation layer binds the excess electrons and eliminates
additional energy levels, thus chemically passivating the surface. The passivation layer
can also contain charge, which repels the charge carriers away from the areas of high
recombination. The latter passivation mechanism is known as field-effect passivation.
[18]
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Total recombination rate is a combination of bulk and surface recombinations. It has
a direct connection to an important material parameter called minority charge carrier
recombination lifetime, which is defined as the average time it takes for a charge carrier
to recombine after it has been created.  Thus, minimizing the rate of recombinations
results in high carrier lifetimes. Depending on the purity and the doping of a
semiconductor material, the recombination rates and consequently the lifetimes can vary
greatly. The recombination is often an unfavorable phenomenon, which must be
restrained as much as possible to allow the most effective operation of semiconductor
devices. [15]

3.1.3 Doping

The number of electrons or holes can be increased by introducing impurity atoms to the
semiconductor lattice. This process is called doping and it is a practical way of increasing
the conductivity of a semiconductor. There are two types of impurity atoms, first of which
possess an additional electron in the valence band compared to the semiconductor atom.
The dopant atom takes its place in the lattice, but the extra electron cannot form a covalent
bond and is hence donated to the conduction band. The other type of impurity atom has
an electron configuration with one less electron in the valence band, which results in an
additional hole in the band of the semiconductor lattice. The two impurity types are called
donors and acceptors, since they either donate an additional electron to the conduction
band or accept an electron from the neighboring atom while settling into the
semiconductor lattice. Doping will shift the electron-hole balance of the semiconductor
material, since the dopants will only create one type of charge carriers and leave behind
a charged ion, which is bound to the lattice and cannot hence carry a charge. [14]

In doped semiconductors, one of the two charge carriers typically outnumbers the
other vastly and hence determines the conductivity nearly exclusively. A semiconductor,
which has been doped to have more electrons than holes is called an n-type
semiconductor. On the contrary, doping with excess holes makes the material p-type. The
dominating charge carrier is called the majority charge carrier and for n-type
semiconductors it is the electron. The holes in the n-type semiconductor are instead called
the minority charge carriers. Group IV semiconductors, such as silicon and germanium,
are usually doped with Group III and Group V elements, which compared to Group IV
have one less and one more valence electron, respectively. The most common dopants for
silicon are phosphorous and arsenic for n-type doping as well as boron for p-type doping.
[6]

3.1.4 The p-n junction

One of the most important utilities for semiconductor materials is their capability to form
rectifying p-n junctions. Such junction is formed between n-type and p-type
semiconductor regions. As mentioned, both of the doped regions have a high number of
one of the charge carriers. When doping is introduced to a portion of an oppositely doped
region, a junction is created between these differently doped parts. The majority charge
carriers start to migrate across the junction and their movement can be explained by
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diffusion from higher concentration areas to areas of lower concentration. After crossing
the junction, the electrons diffusing from n-type region encounter the high number of
holes in the p-type region resulting in recombination near the junction. The same applies
for the holes, which in turn recombine with electrons in the n-type region. The
recombination process fueled by charge carrier diffusion results in an area near the
junction that is depleted from the charge carriers and thus called a depletion region. Both
sides of the junction experience depletion and the thickness of the depletion region in a
specific side is inversely proportional to its doping concentration. [10, 14]

The n-type and p-type regions originally maintain charge neutrality due to the equal
number of ionized dopants and charge carriers produced by them. However, after
formation of the junction and consequently the depletion region, the charge of the dopant
ions is no longer neutralized and regions with space-charge are created to either side of
the junction. The ions left behind in the n-type region are positively charged, whereas p-
type side of the depletion region obtains net negative charge. The charge disparity creates
a potential difference and an electric field across the junction. The electric field swipes
electrons towards the n-type region and holes towards the p-type region preventing further
majority charge carrier diffusion across the junction and establishing an equilibrium state.
The potential over the junction depends on the doping concentrations in either half of the
junction. [6,10,14]

Figure 3 illustrates the energy band diagram of a p-n junction. The internal potential
creates a barrier between the conduction and valence band. The majority charge carriers
will need additional energy to migrate across the depletion region, because the internal
potential is acting as a current blocker. The conduction properties of the p-n junction are
of great interest, since its behavior is vastly different depending on the direction of the
applied voltage. Connecting electrical contacts on the sides of a p-n junction forms a
diode, which is a basic electrical component that conducts electricity only in one
direction. The junction conducts electricity when positive voltage is connected to p-side
of the junction, otherwise known as forward biasing. The biasing essentially decreases
the magnitude of the internal potential barrier allowing the charge carriers to overcome it
more easily. Connecting the voltage the other way around is called reverse biasing and it
can be thought of as increasing the width of the depletion region and the internal potential
barrier, which in turn makes crossing the depletion region even more difficult for charge
carriers. [6] Reverse biasing is essential for various detector applications, since extending
the depletion region has multiple advantages, which will be discussed in Chapter 3.3.
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Figure 3: Band diagram of a p-n junction. The red and blue circles denote holes and
electrons, respectively. [19]

3.2 Properties of silicon

Silicon (Si) is by far the most common material used in semiconductor devices.
Advances in silicon processing and the invention of MOSFET revolutionized integrated
circuit industry in the 1950s and 60s. Suddenly, the size of electronics could be shrunk
considerably, and unparalleled amounts of transistors could be fit into a small microchip.
Ever-growing density of transistors is the reason for the rise in computing power, which
has made modern electronics possible. The properties of the p-n junction also created a
possibility for photovoltaic applications and later turned out to be applicable for detection
of charged particles as well. Nowadays, silicon processing is a well-known field with
refined techniques that have pushed the industry towards components in nanometer
scales.

Silicon as a material is suitable for microfabrication due to its desired physical and
electrical properties. Other major advantage of silicon is its availability, and hence low
cost, as it is the second most abundant material in the crust of the Earth. However, on
Earth, it usually exists as oxides of silicon and thus some processing is needed before
pure silicon, which is needed in electronics, is obtained. The atomic number of silicon is
14 and its relatively low band gap (1.12 eV) makes it a semiconductor. 14 electrons
compose a band structure with four electrons in the valence band, meaning that silicon
tries to reach stable octet state by forming four covalent bonds. In pure silicon, the atoms
bond to each other tetrahedrally and form crystalline diamond lattice. In its crystalline
form, silicon is rather robust material. It is .
Combination of these physical properties allows easy handling and processing in high
temperatures, which is often essential for semiconductor device fabrication. [14]
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Undoped silicon, which is also called intrinsic silicon, has low conductivity. The band
gap of silicon is high enough so that only relatively low amount of charge carriers is
created by thermal energy. For example, at 300 K, the intrinsic carrier concentration of
silicon is 1.5 × 1010 cm-3, which corresponds to resistivity of 2.3 × 103 m [10]. High
resistivity, which can be increased even further by cooling down the substrate, is crucial
for eliminating harmful phenomena, such as leakage current, in semiconductor detectors.
Therefore, the cooling is not usually necessary for thin silicon detectors, as opposed to
germanium with lower band gap. [6] It is also possible to achieve very low resistivities
with doped silicon. Solubility of dopants into silicon (Si atom density 4.96× 1022 cm-3) is
rather high, as dopant concentrations of 1020 cm-3 are achievable [20]. Consequently,
resistivities below 10-2 cm are attainable with high doping densities providing a great
operational advantage in multiple devices.

Other notable advantage of silicon are its native oxides, most commonly silicon
dioxide (SiO2), which is a very useful material for multiple semiconductor applications
and can fortunately be grown on silicon substrates rather easily with excellent thickness
controllability. The native oxides of silicon can be used as doping masks and as an
insulator material. They are also utilized as passivating layers, which reduce
recombination on the silicon surface. [14] Use of SiO2 as surface passivation allows the
replacing of insulator deposition process step with oxidation step in processes, which
tolerate high temperatures. Oxidation is a simple process, as it only requires the substrate
to be exposed to oxidizing agent in elevated temperatures. The formed oxide and the
interface between the substrate are both of premium quality. A layer of SiO2 also grows
on silicon naturally in the room temperature and provides surface passivation without any
additional process steps.

3.3 Detection principle

Silicon detectors are a great alternative for other kinds of radiation detectors, such as gas-
filled detectors. High density of the solid detection medium allows considerably smaller
detector dimensions than gas when measuring gamma rays and high-energy electrons.
High density of an absorber material leads to lower range for the charged particles making
thinner active area designs possible. Also, silicon detectors can achieve far greater energy
resolution than any other type of radiation detector. This is due to the fact that
semiconductor materials can be used to create much more charge carriers per incident
radiation than other detector types, which in turn will limit the effect of statistical
fluctuations. Other notable advantage of silicon detectors are their fast timing
characteristics. The operation of radiation detection is based on the motion of electrons
whose fast velocity provides short response times. Silicon detectors have some
disadvantages as well. Expensive manufacturing and limitation to small sizes are the most
notable drawbacks. Silicon detectors are also prone to degradation caused by radiation-
induced damage over time. [6]

One of the most common types of silicon detectors are externally doped p-n junction
detectors (Figure 4), which are usually made by implanting phosphorus into p-type
silicon, thus creating a p-n junction. The opposite configuration with boron doped n-type
silicon is also a viable option. The operation of such detectors is based on the interaction
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between the charged particle and the detection medium and the properties of the p-n
junction. As discussed in Chapter 2.2, a charged particle entering an absorber material
gradually loses its kinetic energy, which is transferred to the electrons of the absorber
atoms. Since silicon is a semiconductor, the additional energy can lift the electron from
the valence band to the conduction band. The charge carriers are typically created in
electron-hole pairs, as the excited electrons leave holes behind in the valence band. The
number of electron-hole pairs created is proportional to the energy of the incoming
particle. Therefore, the detection of the charged particles can be performed by calculating
the number of the charge carriers created in its interaction with the detector. [10]

Figure 4: A cross-section of a doped p-n junction detector. Ionizing particle creates
charge carriers inside the detection medium. [10]

The active thickness of a silicon detector is determined by the width of its depletion
region. If the electron-hole pair is created within the depletion region, the electric field
will swipe the charge carriers towards the electrical contacts and thus create an electric
signal. Therefore, in order to capture every electron created by a charged particle
propagating through a silicon detector, which is a perquisite to determine the alpha
particle energy reliably, the depletion region needs to extend to a depth larger than the
range of the particle. The active thickness of the commercially available silicon detectors

alpha particles, electrons and protons of energies 72 MeV, 1.2 MeV and 18 MeV,
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respectively. This means that detection of particles above these energies is impractical
with regular silicon detectors. Since the energies of the alpha particles are usually around
5 MeV, silicon detectors are very suitable for their detection. In fact, the range of 5 MeV

0]
With no external voltage, the depletion region of a silicon junction is rather thin.

Although a detector functions under such conditions, its performance is very limited. The
width of the depletion region can be extended by introducing a reverse bias voltage over
the junction. Figure 5 illustrates the current through a p-n junction with different biasing.
Because the p-n junction acts as a diode, the reverse currents caused by the biasing are
small and will not substantially affect the current flow in the detector. As always with p-
n diodes, there is a certain breakdown voltage for each detector and reverse bias larger
than that will lead to high reverse currents often destroying the device. Nevertheless, the
reverse bias can be set high enough to extend the width of the depletion region all the way
through the silicon wafer. Detector with sufficiently high reverse biasing to make the
thickness of the depletion region exceed the wafer thickness is called fully depleted.
Certain applications, such as solar cells, also utilize forward bias, with which the forward
current increases exponentially with the bias voltage. [10]

Figure 5: IV-curve of a diode divided into three areas of special behavior. [21]

The width of a depletion region is also affected by the purity of the silicon. The silicon
detectors consist of a heavily doped layer or a surface barrier on top of high-purity silicon.
The depletion region starts at the interface of the two regions and extends into both
depending on the reverse bias and their doping concentrations. For a given bias, the
highest width of the depletion region can be achieved by minimizing the dopant
concentration on the high-purity silicon side. With large difference in doping levels, the
depletion region basically only extends into undoped silicon leaving most of the doped
layer undepleted. [10]
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The strength of an electric field inside the silicon increases with reverse bias. Strong
electric field sweeps the charge carriers to the electrical contacts quickly improving the
response properties, such as signal rise time. The goal of a silicon detector is to collect
every single charge carrier before their recombination. Thus, it is essential for effective
operation that the lifetime of the charge carries exceeds the collection time. Full depletion
of the detector also mitigates thermal noise resulting from the finite resistance of the
undepleted region enhancing the energy resolution even further. Additionally, fully
depleted detectors are efficient at detecting radiation incoming through both of its
surfaces. [6]

3.4 Loss mechanisms of silicon detectors

3.4.1 Dead layer and induced junction

One of the limiting factors of the performance of the silicon detectors is their
characteristic dead layers on their surfaces. The parts of the doped layer that remain
outside the depletion region form the dead layer, inside which the charge collection is
inefficient. Even though charge carriers are created in this highly doped area, they will
recombine before reaching the depletion region. Therefore, the thickness of the doped
layer cannot be very large.  The charged particle propagating through the dead layer does
not generate a signal in the detector and will either be unnoticed completely or in the case
it still reaches the depletion region, is registered as a particle with lower energy. Thus,
minimizing the thickness of the dead layer is necessary for achieving the highest energy
resolution. Typically, the dead layers in silicon detectors have been 100 nm of silicon
equivalent thickness. This thickness corresponds to 14 keV energy loss for a 5 MeV alpha
particle. However, since different incident angles change the path length that the charged
particles travel in the dead layer, and consequently, cause variation in the energy loss,
taking the lost energy into account is not as simple as just adding it to the measured values.
[6]

Minimizing the recombination rate and the thickness of the dead layer is essential for
optimal detector performance. Increased recombination rate in the dead layer originates
from the high concentration of dopants, which increases the probability of Auger
recombination. [7] The doping process can also cause crystal defects that act as traps for
charge carriers and hinder the charge collection [6]. Furthermore, the elimination of the
surface recombination always requires passivation of the device surfaces. Since the
reasons for compromised charge collection are well known, optimization of performance
is largely a matter of device design.

One possible solution to overcome the above-mentioned drawbacks of heavily doped
junctions is the so-called induced junction. It is created by depositing a layer of material
with an inherent charge on top of the silicon substrate. The charge in the top layer repels
one type of charge carriers but attracts the other. For example, a layer of negatively
charged Al2O3 induces a p-type inversion layer on the surface of a lightly n-doped silicon
by attracting the holes in the substrate. The thin p-layer forms a p-n junction with the
substrate analogous to doped p-n junctions.

Induced junction provides several advantages for detector operation. Since no dopant
atoms are introduced into the silicon lattice, no mid-gap energy levels are created, and
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charge collection is efficient throughout the device. In fact, there is no dead layer at all in
a device with induced junction.  Also, the Auger recombination is practically absent due
to the low amount of charge carriers within the active area. [22] The induced junction has
formerly been utilized in photodiodes to increase the quantum efficiency [7]. In this
thesis, induced junction is implemented in a silicon alpha detector. The fabrication of
such device is presented in Chapter 6.1.

Electrical contacts on the front and back surface of the detector have similar effect on
the charged particles as the dead layer. By traveling through the contacts, the particles
have already lost some of their energy before reaching the silicon parts of the detector.
Thin metal layers are sometimes deposited over the whole detection area of a charged
particle detector to block the incoming light. If the dead layer is thin enough, the ambient
light can reach the active area and create unwanted charge carriers. The resulting noise in
the signal can be reduced with for instance 20 nm thick aluminum layer, which effectively
blocks the light and allows detector operation in the daylight. However, an additional
metal layer will obviously act similarly to the metal contacts and reduce the energy of the
measured particles as well. [6]

3.4.2 Leakage current

The detection of the charged particles in silicon detectors is based on measuring the
current produced by the charge carriers created within the active area. Hence, eliminating
all the other sources of current is necessary to determine quantities and energies of the
charged particles accurately. Applying the reverse biasing voltage over the detector has
multiple advantages. The reverse bias increases the height of the potential barrier making
it difficult for majority charge carriers to diffuse across the junction. However, as depicted
in Figure 5, a small reverse current still occurs with reverse biasing.  The magnitude of
this unwanted leakage current depends on the applied bias and is in the order of a few
nanoamperes to a microampere. [6]

The presence of the leakage current can be explained by couple different mechanisms,
two of which occur in the bulk of the silicon. First, even though the majority carriers are
repelled away from the junction, that is not the case for the minority carriers, which
experience the opposite effect and are free to diffuse across the junction. The number of
minority carriers is little and their movement results in a small but rather steady current.
Another source of leakage current arises from thermally generated electron-hole pairs.
These charge carriers are registered in the detector the same way as the ones created by
interaction with the detectable particle. The phenomenon intensifies with elevated
temperatures and large detector dimensions. The dimensions of silicon detectors are
usually small enough to allow room temperature operation without significant harm from
the thermally generated leakage current. [6]

In addition to the silicon bulk, the surface of the detector is a source of leakage current
as well. In fact, the surface leakage can constitute the majority of the total leakage current
depending on the detector design. The surface states at the edge of the lattice create
leakage paths on the silicon surface. The magnitude of the surface leakage is affected by
impurities, surface passivation and wafer processing techniques. The currents scale with
the surface area, hence favoring smaller detector dimensions. [23] The surface leakage
can also be reduced by use of guard rings or clean encapsulation of the detector. The
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guard rings are additional conductors surrounding the signal electrode. Their purpose is
to block the surface leakage current from contributing to the signal, which can be achieved
by keeping the guard rings in same potential as the signal electrode. Then, the potential
difference between the conductors is zero and no current can flow between them. The
guard rings essentially insulate the detection area by stopping the flow of unwanted
currents from outside of it. However, no guard ring is perfect, and the leakage currents
will always play a part in signal analysis. [6]

Full depletion is favored in semiconductor detectors, which means that large reverse
biasing is often required. Figure 5 shows an abrupt rise in the reverse leakage current after
a certain voltage is exceeded. This voltage is called the breakdown voltage and it indicates
the limit for the largest usable reverse bias. The biases beyond that will result in device
breakdown, where large currents can suddenly flow through the junction. The magnitude
of breakdown voltage for high purity silicon detector is usually around a few hundred

n-type silicon detector with
resistivity of 104 cm requires ~100 V reverse bias. The use of even higher reverse bias
is desirable though, as it provides a strong electric field in the edges of the depletion
region as well enhancing the detection efficiency. The magnitude of the reverse bias
sufficient for full depletion increases exponentially with the detector thickness.
Eventually with increasing thicknesses, junction breakdown occurs before full depletion.
That presents a limit for detector thickness, which for silicon detectors is around 2000

 [6]

3.4.3 Other loss mechanisms

During its lifetime, a silicon detector is under the influence of radiation, which causes
damage in the crystal structure. When the radiation hits the lattice, the incident particle
can dislodge atoms that leave behind a vacancy resulting in crystal defects. [10] As
discussed in Chapter 3.1.2, perfect crystal lattice is required for optimal detector
performance. Therefore, excessive exposure to radiation causes degradation of the
detector, which can result in heightened leakage currents and major loss in energy
resolution in the long run. The defects in the crystal also constitute trapping sites that
reduce the charge carrier lifetime and charge collection efficiency. The photons and
electrons contribute insignificantly to the radiation damage compared to heavy charged
particles. [6] Compared to other detector types, the silicon detectors are nevertheless
rather tolerant for high doses of radiation and hence often the only detector option for
very high radiation environments [24].

The specific energy loss of a particle entering a crystalline silicon depends on its
incident angle with the lattice. The loss of energy is lowest on the propagation paths
parallel to the crystal planes. This effect is called channeling and it leads to entrance angle
dependent penetration depths. In the case of thin fully depleted detectors, channeled
particles may even pass though the detector. A part of the energy of the particle will thus
be undetected. Even if the particle stops fully inside the active area, channeling can affect
the received pulse height. [6] Angle dependent energy loss rate can be explained by the
varying number of collisions with the atoms in the lattice. The detector industry has
adopted the use of (111) crystal-oriented silicon, which minimizes the impact of the
incident angle. [25]
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4

Spectroscopy is the part of the radiation measurement, which encompasses the
determination of the energy spectra for incident particles. The most important concepts
in spectroscopy include the pulse height spectra, energy resolution and the dead time.
Also, to fully understand the transition from a charge carrier created inside the detector
to a readable signal, it is necessary to go through the electronic configuration of the
measurement setup. For the measurement of the alpha particles, only the number of
incident particles is sometimes of interest opposed to the full energy spectrum. In these
cases, it is possible to use detectors with depletion region that is thinner that the range of
the particles. Since only an indication of a particle passing is necessary, the detector does
not need to gather its full energy. In order to capture the full energy spectrum, the
depletion region has to exceed the range. [6]

4.1 Pulse height spectra

Charged particle detectors can operate in three general modes characterized by the means
they use to measure the signal from the detector. The most commonly used operation
mode for charge particle detection is the pulse mode, in which each particle creates a
signal pulse in the measurement instrument. The pulse is recorded as time integral of
current or the total charge Q, which are directly proportional to the energy of the particle.
The other operation modes are current mode and mean square voltage mode (MSV),
which essentially rely on measuring the average current or voltage produced in the
detector over some time and multiple particle interactions. [6]

Obtaining the energy spectrum of an alpha emitter requires pulse mode operation. The
first step towards forming the energy spectrum is creating a pulse height spectrum (Figure
6) by distributing the individual particles into a graph according to the respective height
of the pulse produced by each. The horizontal axis represents the amplitude of the pulse
in volts, whereas the vertical axis shows the number of pulses that fall between each
differential pulse height steps and thus has the units of volts-1. The shape of the pulse
height spectrum conveniently displays the nature of the radiation source. Especially, the
peaks in the graph are important as they indicate the areas of highest particle count. The
number of pulses in the spectrum must always be integrated over some pulse height
increment, since the values at single pulse height points have no physical meaning. [6]
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Figure 6: An example of differential pulse height spectrum. [6]

It is usually of interest to present the particle count as a function of particle energy
rather than pulse height. The switch between the expressions is straightforward if a few
rules are met. The energy deposited by the particle must be a known fraction of its total
energy. The most practical way to ensure this is to use high enough reverse bias to extend
the depletion region beyond the range of the particles. In this case, every single pulse
obtained corresponds to a full deposition of the kinetic energy of a particle. The second
critical factor in creating the energy spectrum is the relation between the amount of energy
deposited in the detector and the consequent height of the voltage pulse. [10] For alpha
detectors, the relation is attained by calibrating the device with a known alpha emitter.
The goal of the calibration is to bind each particle energy to a certain pulse height and
therefore it is crucial to use an emitter with a well-known energy spectrum. The most
commonly used calibration source for alpha detectors is Am-241, which has two major
peaks in the energy spectrum at 5.486 and 5.446 MeV. [6] The third requirement for an
accurate energy spectrum is an even electronic amplification for every pulse height [10].
The pulse mode can also be applied for pulse counting, in which only the number of
events is counted. Practically this is achieved by counting every pulse above a certain
noise threshold. [6]

If the rate of particle-detector interactions is very high, the pulse mode becomes
useless. With too short time between the individual events, the current pulses start to
overlap, and effective analysis of the signal is impossible. In such situations, current and
MSV modes are the only functional options. However, these methods only provide
information about the intensity of the radiation rather than revealing the energy spectrum
of the radiation.  [6]

An alpha detector needs to be able to record multiple particle interactions inside a
short time frame. The stochastic nature of alpha decay results in randomly occurring
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detection events, which may sometimes overlap with each other. However, the action
sequence from creation of the charge carriers in the detector to obtaining the voltage pulse
takes some time and detecting very close events separately is sometimes impossible. The
time required to distinguish the events is called the dead time and its magnitude is
determined by processes in the detector as well as the electronics used to create the pulse.

importance of the dead time increases with higher counting rates. [6]

4.2 Energy resolution

Even if every factor needed for conversion from pulse height to energy spectrum is well
known, two identical particles will not produce exactly alike pulses. The statistical nature
of the interactions between the alpha particle and the silicon atoms in the detector mean
that particles with the same energies produce slightly different amounts of charge carriers
and cause energy straggling. The particles with certain energy will not be recorded as a
sharp spike in the energy spectrum but rather as a distribution centered around the correct
value. As a result, the measured spectrum will not precisely match with the spectrum of
energies emitted by the source (Figure 7). [10] The obtained broadened spectrum is called
the response function of the detector [6]. An accurate determination of the source energy
spectrum requires corrections to the measured spectrum. [10]

Figure 7: An energy spectrum of a monoenergetic source with the corresponding pulse
height spectrum recorded by a detector. [10]
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The spreading of the pulse determines the energy resolution of the detector, which is
a major factor when evaluating the quality of the device. For optimal detector operation,
the energy resolution must be as high as possible. Some of the causes for compromised
energy resolution have been briefly discussed in the earlier chapters but the major
contributors can be narrowed down to three. First of those is the energy straggling, which
is fundamental in the particle-detector interactions and impossible to eliminate
completely. Another problem arises with electronic noise in the detector and the
amplifiers. Last, inefficient or non-uniform charge collection in the detector may also
cause variance in the detected energies. [10]

A numerical value for the energy resolution can be defined from the shape of the
response function. In Figure 7, illustrates the width of the pulse measured as a result of
a monoenergetic radiation. The quantity is also often called the full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of the pulse. FWHM is defined as the width of the pulse at position
where the height of the pulse is half of its peak value. The energy resolution is derived by
dividing the FWHM with the center energy FWHM/E0. The value is dimensionless and
thus expressed as a percentage. Semiconductor diode detectors are capable of energy
resolutions below 1 %. The magnitude of the energy resolution is important since it
describes the ability of the detector to distinguish particles with different energies from
each other. A detector with a poor energy resolution is incapable of forming energy
spectra with sharp distinct spikes, as two peaks with near energies may easily merge into
one. In general, a detector cannot distinguish two energies that are separated from each
other by less than one FWHM. [6]

A statistical minimum limit can be determined for the energy resolution. Ideally, the
FWHM broadening resulting from electrical noise and inefficient charge collection can
in theory be eliminated completely. In such case, the energy resolution is dictated solely
by energy straggling, whose effect can in turn be estimated with a Gaussian function. The
limiting resolution RGmin would thus equal to [6]

(4)

where N stands for the total number of charge carriers generated on average by one
charged particle. Measurements have shown that the straggling does not quite abide by
the Gaussian distribution, but the fluctuations can actually be smaller by a factor of 3 or
4. This indicates that the charge carrier creation is not purely statistical after all. The
discrepancy between the measured and predicted variances depends on the material.
Thus, a new material specific coefficient the Fano factor (F) is introduced: [6]

(5)

The values for the Fano factor reported in literature have a rather high variation due
to its challenging measurement methods. H.R. Zulliger and D.W. Aitgen [26] reported
values between 0.085 and 0.137 for various different silicon detectors. Taking Fano factor
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into account, another expression for minimum achievable energy resolution can be
constructed: [6]

(6)

The equation shows that the limit for the lowest resolution can be decreased by using
detection medium with a small Fano factor or by maximizing the number of charge
carriers created by a charged particle. Silicon stands out as a material with superior
properties for good energy resolution. Silicon produces a large number of charge carriers
with each particle interaction. In addition, the Fano factor of silicon is lower than its
semiconductor counterparts. Therefore, silicon detectors are the optimal choice for
accurate energy spectrum mapping.

However, in practice the electrical noise poses another source of pulse broadening
with stochastic nature. The noise cannot truly be eliminated in room temperature. To
ensure optimal operation, the goal is to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio. Collection of
large number of charge carriers is thus desirable again. The last hindrance for the energy
resolution, inefficient charge collection, results from the charge carrier trapping in the
silicon lattice. Hence, the purity of the lattice also affects the energy resolution. The total
impact of all the noise sources can be obtained with a quadrature sum of all the individual
terms: [10]

(7)

For low energy measurements inefficiencies in charge collection constitute the
majority of the total FWHM. However, the detection of high energy particles is more
limited by the statistical effects. [10]

4.3 Typical electronics (Pulse processing)

The silicon detector constitutes only the first section of the whole alpha radiation
measurement circuit. After converting the energy of the incident particles into electric
current, the circuit needs to manipulate the signal in order to make it readable. Thus,
additional components are required for in-depth analysis of the alpha radiation. A typical
alpha detection system is depicted in Figure 8 and it contains the semiconductor detector,
preamplifier, pulse shaping amplifier and discriminator or multichannel analyzer. This
chapter will cover the importance and the functionality of each component in transferring
the signal from a cluster of electrons all the way to a full energy spectrum of the emitter
source. [6] It is important to note that in this chapter the detector is assumed to be
operating in the pulse mode.
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Figure 8: A schematic of a typical pulse height analysis system with output signals after
each step. [27]

The total charge created by a single alpha particle is small and will require
amplification to be applicable for further signal processing and detection. Therefore, the
first electrical component following the detector is a preamplifier, whose function, as the
name suggests, is to boost the amplitude of the signal before supplying it to the pulse
processing circuit. Semiconductor detectors require preamplifiers with charge-sensitive
configuration. This means that the output voltage is directly proportional to the input total
charge. In short, the preamplifier converts the signal from a pulse of current into a quickly
rising voltage step (Figure 8), which preserves the information of the original signal. The
shape of the voltage pulse in Figure 8 can be explained by the long decay times of the
voltage pulse typical for preamplifiers in detector applications. This is done to ensure full
charge collection from each detection event. In the figure, two separate particles are
detected so close to each other that the voltage pulse from the first has not had enough
time to decay completely before the introduction of the second one. In ideal case, the rise
time and the amplitude of the output voltage are only determined by the charge collection
time and total charge collected in the detector, respectively. Since the amplitude of the
initial signal is rather small, it is important to eliminate the noise as efficiently as possible
before signal amplification. Hence, preamplifiers are often placed right next to the
detector with no need for long cables. The cables present a source of capacitive load,
which in great extent is detrimental to signal-to-noise ratio. The rest of the components
in the measurement circuit are often located further away from the detector and the
preamplifier. [6]

The voltage pulse supplied by the preamplifier is not yet adequate for analyzation as
it requires shaping. As discussed, fast consequent detection events will lead to
overlapping of the pulses. Since the information about the total collected charge is
contained in the amplitude of the pulse, the peak piling up with the tail of the previous
pulse will lead to inaccurate results. Thus, the electrical component following the
preamplifier is the pulse shaping amplifier, which additionally has other functions apart
from the prevention of the pile-up. The pulse shaping is typically achieved with
combinations of RC circuits and delay lines. The RC circuits essentially function as high-
and low-pass filters, which in addition to pulse shaping, also remove unwanted
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frequencies from the signal. Hence, the pulse shaping amplifier improves the signal-to-
noise ratio as well. [10] In certain applications, the voltage pulse needs to be of a specific
shape. In these cases, more complicated shaping circuits can be used. A few of these
specific shaping possibilities are Gaussian, triangular and trapezoidal pulse shapes. [6]

At this point of the detection circuit, the pulses are ready for counting. Now, the main
concern is the extent on which it is necessary to analyze the radiation. The simplest option
is to count the number of pulses, which yields information about the intensity of the
radiation. After the pulse has been shaped, a device called discriminator can be used to
convert individual pulses into logic pulses. [10] An integral discriminator will simply
create a logic pulse for every incoming pulse exceeding a selected voltage threshold.
Thus, the signal is transformed into easily interpretable group of pulses without noise.
The selection of the threshold is crucial, since too low values will result in recording of
extra particle events due to noise. Too high threshold will in turn exclude some of the
actual events. Also, an upper threshold can be set with a differential discriminator, which
is also known as the single channel analyzer (SCA). With such configuration, it is possible
to distinguish between different types of radiation. For example, by limiting the
thresholds near 5 MeV, the measurement can be targeted at detection of alpha particles
exclusively. [6]

If the information about the energies of the emitted particles is required in addition to
the number of interactions, a multichannel analyzer (MCA) is needed. Now, the last step
left in the pulse processing is to divide each pulse into groups according to their pulse
height. Since the pulse height is proportional to the number of charge carriers created in
the detector, it is possible to obtain the full energy spectra of the emitter this way. Each
pulse height corresponds to a different particle energy and the MCA is responsible for
measuring and tracking the amount of varying energy particles, As the name suggests,
the operation of the multichannel analyzer corresponds to the one of multiple adjacent
single channel analyzers. If describing the MCA operation through this analogy, each
SCA would have its thresholds set in a way that together they would form a continuous
chain of measurements covering the whole interesting energy spectrum. Every individual
SCA is responsible for measuring the number of events happening only in a small part of
the spectrum. Each of these specific regions is referred to as a channel with its own
particular channel number. Such operation results in graphs like the one depicted in
Figure 9, in which the number of events is presented as a function of the channel number.
[10]

In reality, constructing a configuration of multiple SCAs with precisely determined
thresholds is not feasible. Thus, alternative methods have been developed to achieve data
similar to the one that would be obtainable with multiple SCA configurations. The
integral component in providing such operation is the analog-to-digital converter (ADC),
which is the part of the MCA responsible for converting the incoming pulse into digitized
form while conserving the amplitude information. The ADC divides the digitized pulses
according to their pulse amplitude and stores the information as counts in multiple
channels analogous to the way discussed before. [10]
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Figure 9: The output of an MCA operating in the pulse height analysis mode. [28]

With ADC, the total number of channels can be altered arbitrarily as the only limit for
maximum channels is the voltage resolution of the device itself. [10] The total number of
channels has a major impact on the precision of the resulting graph. The more channels
there are, the closer will the graph resemble a continuous curve with smaller visible
details. However, this relation breaks when the number of channels is so large that only
a few events are recorded by one. In this case, the statistical fluctuations begin to affect
the graph and can result in additional peaks or difficulties in distinguishing the existing
ones. [6] Modern MCAs can have many additional features in addition to storing pulse
information into different channels. They are able to determine the energy peaks from the
spectra and identify the observed isotopes from them as well as perform the energy
calibration of the system. [10]

The MCA can be used in two operational modes, the pulse height analysis mode or
the multichannel scaling mode, depending on the nature of measurements. First, the pulse
height analysis mode is the traditional approach for forming the energy spectra of the
radiation in the way discussed above. It is the basic operation mode of the MCA and is
most commonly used for identification of the radiation source as well as analyzing the
intensity of the radiation. The multichannel scaling mode is often utilized when observing
the behavior of fast decaying sources. Instead of measuring the amplitudes of incident
particles, the mode is used for measuring the number of all events as a function of time.
The events are count for consequent time intervals of length t. Each of these intervals is
recorded in its own channel resulting in a sequential decay curve. Such measurement
allows the determination of the half-lives of short-lived isotopes. [10] The changing of
the channel can in certain situations also be tied to another varying parameter, not
necessarily time, and hence the MCA can operate as a multivariable X-Y recorder.
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5

This chapter presents a couple of different tests conducted prior to the processing of the
actual detectors. The purpose of these tests was to optimize the properties of passivation
films and investigate the performance of emitter and surface in induced and implanted
junctions through the measurement of dark saturation current density J0. The first
subchapter focuses on the enhancement of the carrier lifetimes with an Al-nealing
process. The second subchapter presents the measurements of J0 and discusses its
importance in detector applications.

5.1 Al-nealing tests

5.1.1 Theory of Al-nealing

The quality of silicon surface passivation has a significant effect on the operation of a
detector. As discussed further in Chapter 6.1, the surface of the final device processed as
a part of this thesis will be passivated by either SiO2 or Al2O3 depending on the location
on the wafer. A layer of Al2O3 will be on the active area of the detectors, while SiO2 is
used to passivate the areas in between the anode contact and the guard rings. Efficient
surface passivation is critical for device performance in both locations. In the active area,
surface recombination needs to be minimized to collect every carrier before their
recombination, while deficient passivation between the guard rings and the anode would
result in increased leakage current and cause serious problems for accurate particle
detection.

One of the methods for improving the surface passivation adopted by semiconductor
industry is the so-called Al-nealing (aluminum anneal, alneal). In Al-nealing, a layer of
aluminum is deposited on top of the passivating film, after which the sample is annealed
in hydrogen atmosphere. This process has been successfully used for increasing the
carrier lifetimes of SiO2 passivated samples for decades. The lifetime increasing effect of
Al-neal can be attributed to chemical reaction between the aluminum and hydroxyl-ions
in the oxide, which generates atomic hydrogen that diffuses towards Si surface [29]. After
reaching the Si/SiO2 interface, the atomic hydrogen neutralizes dangling bonds and thus
enhances the passivation quality [30].

5.1.2 Al-nealing of SiO2 sample

Since the passivation capability of the SiO2 film has a large effect on the alpha detector
performance, an experiment was performed to find out an optimal recipe and processing
sequence for the SiO2. Wet and dry thermal oxidation recipes were tested with and
without Al-nealing.  For these experiments, two high-quality n-type float-zone Si wafers
were selected. The first had resistivity of 5 k cm and thickness of 300 µm and for the
second these values were 15 k cm and 350 µm. The wafers had (111) orientation, as
typically used in detector industry. The wafer with higher resistivity was oxidized in H2O
atmosphere at 1000 °C for 50 min, which grew a 90 nm thick wet oxide. The other wafer
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was oxidized in O2 atmosphere at 1000 °C for 90 min, which in turn resulted in an 85 nm
thick dry oxide. Subsequently, 300 nm of Al was sputtered on both sides of the wafers.
The wafers were finally annealed in forming gas at 425 °C for 30 min, followed by
removal of the Al layer in phosphoric acid etching mixture.

The quality of the passivation was evaluated by measurement of carrier lifetimes
before and after Al-nealing. The results are presented in Table 1 and as can be seen, before
Al-nealing, neither of the oxidation recipes results in high lifetimes. It is immediately
evident that the impact of the Al-nealing is massive. In the case of the dry oxide, the
carrier lifetime after Al-nealing is over twenty times larger than before. Such differences
may have substantial influence on the final device and thus Al-nealing was regarded
essential for the alpha detector process. Dry thermal oxidation does generally produce
silicon oxide with better purity than its wet counterpart [31]. The inferior lifetime
compared to the wet oxide sample before Al-nealing is explained by less pure substrate
chosen for testing of dry oxidation. Despite that, dry oxidation resulted in higher lifetimes
after Al-nealing and was chosen as the SiO2 deposition method. The limiting factor of dry
oxides is their slow deposition rate, which leads to long oxidation times when a thick
oxide is required. Fortunately, the oxide thickness on the device wafers does not need to
exceed 100 nm, and therefore dry oxidation is a valid option. The thickness limit arises
from the fact that the oxide needs to be thick enough to prevent a disruptive discharge
through it.

Table 1: The effect of Al-neal on wet and dry thermal oxide lifetimes at 1015 cm-3 carrier
density.

Oxidation type Lifetime before Al-neal Lifetime after Al-neal

Wet oxide 200 µs 1.61 ms

Dry oxide 125 µs 2.83 ms

As discussed in Chapter 3.1.2, surface passivation can be attributed to two main
methods: chemical and field-effect passivation. To estimate strengths of these individual
effects, a method called corona oxide characterization of semiconductor (COCOS) was
used. COCOS offers valuable information on the electrical properties of a dielectric film.
Total charge of the passivating film Qtot and interface defect density Dit are especially
interesting for investigating the quality of the passivation. [32] Qtot of the passivation film
and the defect density near the Si mid-gap was measured from wafers with and without
Al-nealing. Also, the same properties were obtained from an Al2O3 coated sample for
comparison. As shown in Table 2, Al-nealing has a major impact on the density of the
interface defects. The mid-gap Dit is over 4.5 times lower with Al-nealing, which explains
the huge differences in observed lifetimes. The defects are evidently passivated
effectively by the atomic hydrogen created in the Al-neal.
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The SiO2 film has an inherent positive charge, which can also affect its passivation
capability. With Al-nealing, Qtot more than halved, which theoretically would weaken the
passivation. With n-type wafers, the positive charge provides field effect passivation by
repelling the positively charged minority charge carriers from the high recombination
areas of the surface [33]. However, the amount of charge contained in SiO2 is relatively
low and the field-effect hence plays only a minor part in the total passivation. Thus, the
change in lifetime due to the decrease in Qtot is negligible beside the vast impact of
improved defect density.

Table 2 also presents Dit and Qtot of a similar silicon wafer passivated with Al2O3 film.
The comparison between the two film types is interesting as the Al2O3 produces much
better passivation on p-type and lightly doped n-type samples, consequently resulting in
higher lifetimes [34]. It is well-known that Al2O3 has a magnitude larger negative fixed
charge density than the positive charge density in SiO2 film. Our measurements support
this and also reveal that the Dit of the Al2O3 coated wafer is actually larger than of the Al-
nealed SiO2 sample. The results would suggest that with Al2O3, the field-effect dominates
over chemical passivation.

On a lightly doped n-type wafer, fixed negative charge of the film creates an inversion
layer near the surface of the wafer, resulting in an induced junction, as discussed in
Chapter 3.4. In the inversion layer, electrons become minority charge carriers and holes
accumulate near the film-substrate interface. For recombination to take place, both charge
carriers are required and therefore the carrier lifetimes are increased by inversion
passivation. [35] Even though Al2O3 film would passivate the areas between the guard
rings better than SiO2, the resulting induced junction would create a short circuit between
the guard rings and the anode rendering the guard rings useless. Hence for the purpose of
this work, dry SiO2 with Al-nealing stood out as the best alternative for passivating the
silicon surface around the active areas of the detectors.

Table 2: The effect of Al-neal on defect density and total charge of the SiO2 film. Results
for Al2O3 also presented film as comparison.

Film material Treatment Mid-gap Dit

[eV-1cm-2] Qtot [C/cm2] Lifetime at
1015 cm-3 [µs]

SiO2 (dry) No Al-neal 5.71·1011 3.51E·1011 125

SiO2 (dry) Al-neal 1.23·1011 1.53·1011 2830

Al2O3 No Al-neal 4.06E·1011 -1.26·1012 7390
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5.1.3 Al-nealing of Al2O3 sample

In the final detector wafer, Al-nealing is done with aluminum on top of the whole wafer,
including the active area comprising Al2O3. Thus, it is important to also investigate, how
Al-nealing affects the passivation ability of the Al2O3 film. A test was conducted to
examine this on Si wafers with atomic layer deposited (ALD) Al2O3 films. A thin wet
chemical oxide was grown on the Si during wafer cleaning before ALD. Subsequently, a
50 nm thick Al2O3 layer was grown on both sides of the wafers in 200 °C with
trimethylaluminum (TMA) and H2O as precursors. The plan was to test the effect of Al-
nealing in two different scenarios. In the first one, the Si wafer was annealed at 425 °C in
forming gas (FG) environment after Al2O3 deposition, after which the standard Al-nealing
was performed the way described earlier in this chapter. In the second scenario, the Si

Al2O3 deposition and Al-nealing. Lifetimes were
measured from the wafers before and after Al-nealing and are shown in the Table 3.

The results indicate that the passivation ability of Al2O3 decreases with Al-nealing,
contrary to SiO2. The best lifetime was achieved without Al-nealing after post-deposition
annealing. To activate the passivating effect of Al2O3 on silicon surface, an annealing is
always required [36]. This explains the gap between the sample lifetimes before Al-
nealing. Al-nealing itself contains an annealing step, which in the second case, i.e., no
annealing after ALD, raises the lifetime to a far higher value. For the first case, Al-nealing
turned out to be a substantial hindrance as the lifetime dropped to a fraction of the initial
one. Nevertheless, by cutting the Al2O3 Al-nealing step from the process flow, the
lifetimes on the active area can supposedly be increased by as much as 50 %.

Table 3: Minority charge carrier lifetimes before and after Al-nealing of an ALD Al2O3
coated silicon wafer with two different annealing scenarios.

Treatment Lifetime before Al-neal Lifetime after Al-neal

Annealed after ALD 14.9 ms 2.05 ms

Not annealed after ALD 207 us 8-10 ms

5.1.4 Sputtering after Al-nealing

It is known that sputtering inflicts damage on the lattice and creates defect states
detrimental to the operation of a semiconductor device [37]. During the device
processing, an additional sputtering step required for frontside contact fabrication would
follow Al-nealing in the end of the processing. Therefore, there is a possibility that this
sputtering step could have a negative effect on the passivation ability of Al-nealed SiO2.
A measurement was planned to find out whether sputtering has impact on the passivation
of the Al-nealed sample. Again, carrier lifetimes were used as an indicator for the quality
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of the SiO2 passivation. The lifetimes were measured before Al-neal, after Al-neal, after
additional Al sputtering and finally after another anneal in FG.

As Table 4 indisputably presents, the hypothesis of the possible effect of sputtering
proved to be correct. The lifetime plunged after sputtering from 2830 µs to 10 µs, which
is even less than before Al-nealing. With additional FG annealing, some of the sputtering
damage was recovered and the lifetime increased to what it had been before Al-nealing.
However, the value was still far off from the results obtained after Al-neal, and the
sputtering was concluded unrecoverably detrimental. Hence, in the device processing, no
additional sputtering was to be used for the frontside contacts. This limitation had to be
overcome with alternative processing choices described in Chapter 6.1.

Table 4: Effect of sputtering after Al-nealing on the carrier lifetimes on Si.

Stage of processing Lifetime

Before Al-nealing 125 µs

After Al-nealing 2830 µs

After sputtering ~10 µs

After annealing 128 µs

5.2 J0 samples

Another parameter for assessing the quality of a semiconductor device is its dark
saturation current density J0. The parameter is often used for characterization of the
devices as an alternative for the minority charge carrier lifetime. J0 represents the
collective sum of every recombination mechanism present in the device in thermal
equilibrium. These effects include Auger, SRH, and surface recombination as well as the
bulk recombination mechanisms. In this work, the bulk recombination only contributes
to J0 a little due to high quality and low doping of the bulk. The parameter can thus give
a good estimation of the emitter and surface properties on the active area of the alpha
detectors. J0 eff according to
[38]

(8)

where  represents the sum of bulk recombinations
 is the elementary charge
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 is the thickness of the sample
is the base doping density

is the intrinsic carrier density
 is an externally produced injection density

Equation 8 links J0 eff at different injection levels. The different recombination
mechanisms have known dissimilar dependencies on the injection level. At high injection

intr reduces to
only consider Auger recombination, whose dependency on the carrier density follows
Richter model [39]. This allows determining J0 by investigating the injection dependence
of the Auger corrected charge carrier lifetimes corr at high injection levels. To extract J0,
Equation 8 can be differentiated with  [38]

(9)

Before the fabrication of the device wafers, the performance of the emitters and wafer
surface were investigated in samples with different junction types and passivation films.
Several test samples were prepared for J0 measurements with the main reason for testing
being the comparison of J0 between an induced junction and a p-n junction sample. One
of the key advantages of the induced junction is supposed to be total elimination of Auger
recombination, which should be visible in these measurements. Another aspect of these
tests was to study the effect that the material of the surface passivation film has on the J0
of a p+ doped Si sample.

Three test samples were fabricated using similar n-type Si wafers as in the earlier Al-
nealing tests. First, two of the wafers were doped with boron implantation with 1x1015

cm-2 dose and 33 keV energy to simulate the doped p-n junction detector. One of the
wafers was coated with ALD Al2O3 and the other with dry thermal SiO2. The film
deposition recipes were the same as used in earlier testing and also later in the fabrication
of the detector wafers. SiO2 sample was also Al-nealed to keep the correspondence
between the test samples and eventual device wafers as high as possible. Third wafer did
not undergo doping but was also passivated with ALD Al2O3, hence resulting in an
induced junction.

Determination of the J0 for each sample required couple of steps. First, inverse of
Auger corrected lifetimes was measured as a function of the injection level with Sinton
WCT-120. As Equation 9 states, J0 can be calculated from the slope of this curve. The
data set turned out to be unreliable at very high injection levels, as the lifetime curve
started to bend downwards (Figure 10a), thus requiring some data manipulation. The
incorrect data points at very high injection were omitted and a MATLAB script was
written to create a fitted curve to the reduced set of data points (Figure 10b). The fitted
curve was then differentiated to acquire the slope of the curve at the high injection end.
The value for J0 was calculated by using the obtained slope in Equation 9.
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Figure 10: a) Measured data points for carrier density dependent inverse lifetime of SiO2
passivated boron-doped silicon wafer b) A curve fitted to the reduced set of same data
points.

The J0 values calculated after data correction are presented in Table 5. As expected,
the difference between induced and p-n junction is obvious. The results confirm the
superior recombination properties of the induced junction, which are the outcome of
being able to eliminate the impurities and damage caused to the silicon lattice
characteristic to traditional doping. The results indicate that the performance of the
induced junction alpha detectors should indeed exceed that of the doped p-n junction
detectors. The difference is expected to show up in the leakage currents and consequently
in the energy resolution.

a)

b)
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Table 5: J0 values for varied test samples.

Film material Junction type J0 [fA cm-2]

SiO2 Implanted p-n 178

Al2O3 Implanted p-n 231

Al2O3 Induced 2.4

Even more interesting comparison proved to be between SiO2 and Al2O3 passivated
implantation doped p-n samples. Surprisingly, the SiO2 sample had lower J0 than its Al2O3
counterpart. At first look, these findings seem to contradict the results in the Table 2. The
earlier lifetime measurements indicated that Al2O3 was far better at passivating Si than
SiO2. Therefore, it was supposed that its J0 would also be lower with p+ doped samples.
This turned out not to be the case, as the J0 of Al2O3 sample was 30 % higher. One possible
explanation for this would be the increased field-effect passivation produced by doping.
As seen in Table 2 and discussed in Chapter 5.1, the passivating effect of Al2O3 can
mainly be credited to the field-effect passivation resulting from its fixed negative charge.
However, with heavy doping, the electric field created by dopants is stronger than the one
created by the charge density in the Al2O3 film, emptying the surface from charge carriers
more effectively. In fact, the disparity between the electric field strengths is so large that
the field-effect originating from Al2O3 provides only minor benefit. This leaves the
passivation capability of a film to depend mainly on the interface defect density. Dit of
Al-nealed SiO2 sample was measured to be better than Al2O3, which would support this
hypothesis.
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6.1 Experimental description

The main goal of this thesis is to investigate the properties of an induced junction alpha
detector, which is produced by implementing several processing steps on a blank silicon
wafer. The wafers used for the fabrication of the detectors were 100 mm single side
polished (SSP) n-type float-zone Si from Topsil, with 350 µm thickness, ~15 k cm
resistivity and (111) crystal orientation. The entire fabrication process was performed in
the Micronova cleanroom facilities. The idea was to fabricate a wafer with 5 larger
detectors, which would leave an empty area on the corner of the wafer for lifetime
monitoring. The diameter of the active area on large detectors was 24 mm, thus making
the area 452 mm2.  Rest of the space on the wafer was filled with a collection of smaller
detectors with different anode contact designs, which can later be used for investigation
of the effect of those features. The positioning of the detectors is shown in Figure 11,
which presents a picture of the finished wafer. Three large wafers and half of the small
ones were fabricated as induced junction detectors. The remaining two large and the rest
of the small detectors were instead doped by implantation in order to create doped p-n
junction detectors for reference. Differences between the induced and p-n junction
detectors are not visible to the naked eye as seen in Figure 11.

Figure 11: Final detector wafer after full fabrication. The wafer contains 5 large
detectors and multiple smaller circular and rectangular detectors.
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Two process flows were developed for fabricating the detector wafers. The first one
was a so-called baseline process, which was constructed with no consideration for the test
measurement results presented in Chapter 5.1.3 and 5.1.4. Instead, in the second process
flow, the position of Al-nealing was changed to further optimize the process. The less and
more advanced processes will further on be referred to as Process 1 and Process 2,
respectively.

The main fabrication steps in Processes 1 and 2 are presented in Figure 12. The
processes are largely the same with a few exceptions. Both start with implantation on the
front and rear sides of the wafer. SiO2 was used as an implantation mask as boron and
phosphorus were doped on the wafer. Boron was used on the front side to create the p-
type doping on the active areas of the p-n junction detectors as well as enhance the ohmic
contact between silicon and the metal contacts. The rear side of the wafers was doped
with phosphorus to create an n+-layer, which also creates an ohmic contact as well as
suppresses the leakage current by restricting the wrong direction flow of minority charge
carriers. Next, the SiO2 was etched and the doping profile finalized with drive-in
oxidation. The oxidation also resulted in 85 nm SiO2, which will remain as the surface
passivation between metal contacts in the finished devices in both processes. In the
Process 1, Al-nealing was performed on the SiO2 directly after drive-in. After this, the
oxide on top of the active areas of the detectors was opened and 50 nm Al2O3 grown on
them with ALD. The recipes for Al-nealing and ALD Al2O3 are already presented in
Chapter 5.1. Process 1 continued with sputtering 300 nm and 1 µm layers of aluminum
on the front and rear side of the wafer, respectively. Finally, the aluminum was patterned
to form the contacts.

Figure 12: Simplified process flows for the fabrication process.

The only differences between Processes 1 and 2 are the position of Al-nealing in the
process flow and opening of the Al layer on the active area. As the test measurements
revealed, the effect of Al-nealing is nullified by sputtering. Therefore, another process
flow developed to take this into account at the expense of simplicity of the process. In
Process 2, the Al-nealing step was moved to the end of the process. The aluminum used
for Al-nealing was thus the same as the one later patterned into front metal contacts. This
choice presented additional challenges that needed to be assessed. First, Al-nealing of the
Al2O3 was deemed harmful in the test measurements leading to introduction of an
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additional etching step for opening the Al on top of the active areas. The second problem
arose with the opened active area, which was now exposed to etching during patterning
of the front side contacts. The Al2O3 on the active area is etched by Al etchant but
fortunately with a lot slower etch rate. The 50 nm Al2O3 layer should hence be more than
thick enough, since only few nanometers will be etched during Al patterning. These
processing choices should allow highest lifetimes on the final detector wafers and
furthermore lead to improved performance of the individual detectors. In the end, the
finished detector wafer was cut into chips (Figure 13) for characterization of individual
detectors. The cutting was done with a dicing saw with a layer of photoresist protecting
the front surface of the wafer from particles created in sawing. Three device wafers were
fabricated in total, of which two were according to Process 1 and one according to Process
2.

Figure 13: A single detector chip after dicing.

One of the design factors in the processing was the anode contact opening design of
the detectors. The large number of the small detectors fitting on the wafer allowed
investigating the impact of various contact opening structures. Their effect is later
inspected along with the characterization of the large detectors. The contact openings
refer to the pattern that was etched on the SiO2 before sputtering of the metal. The etch
pattern thus determines how the anode metal is in contact with the silicon. Three contact
opening types included in the fabrication were named type A, B and C and their structures
are illustrated in Figure 14. In type A, the anode contacts the silicon as a wide ring around
the detector. Type B is similar to the type A, but the contact ring is a lot narrower. In type
C, only small circular openings were etched on the SiO2. The hypothesis was that by
minimizing the contact area, more SiO2 would be left on the device resulting in better
passivation. Thus, types B and C were expected to be an improvement compared to type
A. Based on this hypothesis, a scaled-up version of the type C contact opening was
implemented also on the large detectors.
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Figure 14: Three contact opening types. The grey areas represent openings in SiO2, i.e.,
the silicon surface. The openings closest to the active area, i.e., the area with Al2O3, are
for the anode and the rest for the guard rings.

6.2 Lifetime samples

The minority charge carrier lifetime of the alpha detector wafers was monitored at several
points of the fabrication sequence with lifetime samples that underwent similar
processing as them. As discussed in Chapter 3.1.2, the lifetime of the minority charge
carriers depends on the doping of silicon and defects in the lattice. High charge carrier
lifetimes are important in detector applications to ensure the collection of the charge
carriers before they recombine. In the event of sudden drop in lifetimes, the lifetime
samples can help to localize the process step, which has failed or during which the wafers
have been subject to contamination. The lifetime samples also offer interesting
information about the quality of surface passivation with different films.

The most interesting stages of processing for lifetime measurements are after each
oxidation and annealing step. At these points, the lifetime values indicate possible
contamination during the oxidation. The lifetime samples were included in every
processing step with the detector wafers excluding the lithography, as that was deemed
to be a considerable increase in the workload with little benefits. The lifetime was
measured after three thermal oxidations and once in the end of processing with Al2O3 film
on top of the lifetime sample.

The carrier lifetimes measured with Sinton WCT-120 are presented in Table 6. Due
to varying passivation film material and SiO2 growth recipes not optimized for lifetime
purposes, the measurements were done after depositing +600 nC/cm2 corona charge on
both sides of the samples. The motive behind that was to investigate the quality of the
silicon bulk rather than the surface passivation. The positive charge on the surface of the
n-type wafer reduces the surface recombination rate of the minority charge carriers,
making the bulk recombination essentially the only source of recombination. Hence, the
total lifetime increases, and the value gives information only about the bulk. The acquired
lifetime values are reported at carrier density of 1015 cm-3. The variance in the lifetimes
with corona charge was higher than expected. A sudden increase in lifetimes occurs after
drive-in oxidation. Before the measurement at this step, also Al-nealing was performed
on the sample. Huge rise in lifetime would thus imply that either the Al-nealing also has
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a positive effect on the bulk or corona charging is not effective enough to nullify the
impact of the surface passivation.

Table 6: Minority charge carrier lifetimes after different processing steps with +600
nC/cm2 corona charge deposited on both sides of the wafers.

Process
step

Film
material

Film
thickness

Lifetime at
1015 cm-3

Mask
oxidation

Thermal
SiO2

435 nm 2.0 ms

Screen
oxidation

Thermal
SiO2

35 nm 2.7 ms

Drive-in
oxidation

Thermal
SiO2

85 nm 11.0 ms

End of
processing

ALD
Al2O3

50 nm

5.0 ms
(without
corona
charge)

To gain information on how the position on the wafer affects charge carrier lifetimes,
a lifetime map was measured from a lifetime sample with Semilab PV-2000A using
microwave detected photoconductance decay (µ-PCD) method. Figure 15 depicts the
lifetimes in the end of processing. The lifetimes are usually lower near the edges of the
wafer due to edge recombination, which is a consequence of abruptly ending lattice and
deficiencies in edge passivation [40]. The edges are also more prone to external
contamination during processing. The wafer in Figure 15 has a distinct red area on the
bottom indicating very low lifetime. The bottom part is the main flat of the wafer, which
is where it is handled. Low lifetimes thus suggest contamination originating from the
tweezers, which have been in contact with the wafer. The device wafers have been
handled with the same tweezers and hence this behavior can be expected from them as
well.
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Figure 15: µ-PCD-map of a lifetime wafer after full processing. Lifetimes presented in
microseconds according to the scale on the right side. The main flat of the wafer is located
on the bottom of the image.

6.3 Passivation of device wafers

Effectivity of the passivation on the finished detectors was investigated with lifetime
measurements. An empty area, which is also visible in Figure 11, was left on the bottom
right corner of each detector wafer for determining the passivation efficiency of the SiO2.
First, lifetimes in this area were obtained with a one-point µ-PCD measurement. The
device wafers produced with Process 1 yielded lifetimes of 270 and 400 µs. Process 2
wafer achieved 2270 µs lifetime instead. The huge difference is a result of changing the
position of Al-nealing in the process flow. These results agree with the test measurements
performed in Chapter 5.1 and thus support the processing choices made in Process 2. The
improved passivation capability of the SiO2 should decrease the leakage current and thus
improve the energy resolution.

Photoluminescence (PL) intensity measurement was conducted on the whole wafers.
The PL-data was used to construct lifetime maps of the finished detector wafers. Figure
16 depicts the lifetimes on the wafers fabricated with Processes 1 and 2. However, the
lifetimes have not been calibrated to the actual values. Although the lifetime scale is
arbitrary, the scale of the differences between the wafers and different areas on them is
correct and the maps can be directly compared to each other. The lifetimes on the active
area of the detectors is similar in both wafers, which was expected, since the Processes 1
and 2 had no differences regarding the treatment of Al2O3. The two implanted p-n junction
detectors can also be easily distinguished in these images for having higher
recombination, and thus lower lifetimes, due to the doping.  The difference between the
processes is instead in the passivation of the SiO2 areas, which are located around the
detectors as well as between the anode and the guard rings. In the PL-map for Process 1
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wafer, these areas can be recognized by their orange coloring. The PL-maps support the
µ-PCD measurements as the lifetimes on the Process 2 wafer are considerably higher on
the SiO2 areas.

Figure 16: PL-maps of the finished device wafers fabricated with Process 1 (left) and
Process 2 (right). The colors depict lifetimes, but the scale is arbitrary. Nevertheless, the
scale of the differences between the wafers and different areas on them is correct.

6.4 IV and CV results

The performance of a silicon detector is deteriorated if the leakage current is too high.
Hence, minimizing it has been one of the main goals in the fabrication process. Several
processing choices have been made to optimize the detectors regarding the leakage
current. The leakage current of a typical silicon detector of this size is between 20 and 40
nA (44-88 pA/mm2) with 80 V reverse bias, which was also the target for the detectors
fabricated in this thesis. The reverse bias behavior of the detectors was investigated by
measuring their IV curves. Each individual chip was measured before and after cutting
the wafer, since the leakage currents have been observed to increase after sawing.

The anode, innermost guard ring and the rear side contact were connected to
electrodes. A reverse bias of 0-100 V was swept over the detectors and the potential of
the guard ring and the anode were kept alike. Current flowing to the reverse direction,
i.e., the leakage current, was measured from the anode during the sweep. The current
plotted as a function of the voltage forms the IV curve. Figure 17 displays the IV curves
measured from every large detector on one wafer fabricated with Process 1. This wafer
produced the lowest leakage currents of the ones fabricated in this thesis. The detectors
are named according to their junction type including also a running number to distinguish
the detectors of the same type. The best detectors, induced 1  and implanted p-n 2 ,
both achieved a leakage current of 22.1 nA at 80 V reverse bias. These values reach the
target easily with also implanted p-n 1  producing below 40 nA leakage currents.
However, there is a rather large variance in the currents between different chips. The
leakage current of induced 3  is 88.3 nA, which in turn is a lot larger than hoped. The
component seems to break down at much lower reverse bias than the other diodes. All
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mentioned values were measured before wafer dicing, but the currents remained the same
also after it.

Figure 17: IV curves of each large detector chip on a wafer fabricated according to
Process 1. The curves of induced 1  and implanted p-n 2  have a large overlap.

The second Process 1 wafer yielded similar results for the best detectors, but the worst
produced hundreds of nanoamperes of leakage. Again, the variance was huge. The
reasons for that were not solved and more thorough testing may be needed to find them
out. Nevertheless, couple ~20 nA detectors were again attained and the Process 1 seems
promising in this regard. In this thesis, only one wafer was fabricated with Process 2.
Although the process was more advanced of the two, the leakage currents did not comply.
Two detectors yielded hundreds of nanoamperes and two even tens of microamperes at
80 V reverse bias. Such high leakage would indicate that something unexpected happened
during the processing. The anode could have for example been short-circuited with the
guard rings due to ineffective Al etching. Surprisingly, the leakage current of the last
detector was only 2.2 nA at 80 V. This value is by far the best out of all fabricated
detectors. The value gives promises for Process 2, and further testing is needed to confirm
or deny the viability of the process. The variance was also large in the leakage currents
of the small detectors and thus evaluating the effect of different contact opening designs
was impossible.

Capacitance of the detectors was also measured together with IV measurements. The
capacitances of the detectors were around 150 pF, which agrees well with the theoretically
calculated value. A CV curve of a detector fabricated with Process 1 is shown in Figure
18a. A value for depletion voltage, i.e., the voltage at which full depletion is achieved,
can be also determined from the capacitance measurements. One method for that is to
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plot the inverse of the capacitance squared as a function of voltage. The curve will have
two linear regions as depicted in Figure 18b. The depletion voltage is obtained from the
intersection of the linear regions and for this particular detector it is 24 V. [41] The other
detectors achieved full depletion at voltages between 20 and 25 V.

 Figure 18: a) CV curve of an induced junction detector, b) Inverse capacitance squared
as a function of voltage from the same detector.

6.5 Alpha spectroscopy results

Even though the leakage current measurements give some indication about the
performance of the detectors, the final assessment can be made with the measurement of
the energy spectrum as discussed in Chapter 4. Energy spectrum gives information about
the energy resolution and detection efficiency of the detector. The spectrum was
measured from three of the small detector chips at Helsinki Institute of Physics. Two of
these chips were induced junction detectors with contact openings of type B and C. The
last one was an implanted p-n detector with contact opening C. All of the measured
detectors were from Process 1, since the leakage currents measured from Process 2 chips
were not acceptable. Due to time constraints, large detectors could not be measured in
time for this thesis. Small detectors will nevertheless offer good indication about the
general performance of the fabricated diodes.

The measurement setup consisted of the Amptek A250CF CoolFET® Charge
Sensitive Preamplifier, Amptek MCA-8000D multichannel analyzer and iseg NHR 42
60r module for providing the reverse bias. The used alpha source had three different
nuclides: Pu-239, Am-241, Cm-244. The detector and the alpha source had approximately
1 cm air gap between them.  The energy spectrum was measured at 50 and 70 V reverse
biases and the data was collected for 1000 s per measurement.

Figure 19 presents the energy spectrum of the alpha emitter measured with induced
junction detector with contact opening C at 50 V reverse bias. Three large spikes are
observed with the peak energies reported in the figure. Also, two sets of weaker spikes
are detected at lower energies. A likely reason for them is alpha particles bouncing of the
sidewalls of the source and detector holder before reaching the detector. This would
explain the energy loss and the preservation of the spectrum shape. Alpha particle
energies reported in literature for Pu-239, Am-241 and Cm-244 are 5.156 MeV, 5.486
MeV and 5.804 MeV, respectively. The offsets in peak energies are thus 1.246-1.249
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MeV. The difference can be explained with the 1 cm air gap between the detector and the
alpha source. As mentioned in Chapter 2.2, the alpha particles lose their energy rapidly
even while propagating through air and such energy loss is expected already with 1 cm
air gap.

Figure 19: Energy spectrum of an alpha source consisting of three alpha emitters: Pu-
239, Am-241, Cm-244, measured with an induced junction detector at 50 V bias.

For further evaluation of the detector performances, the energy resolutions were
calculated. A fit was made for the Am-241 peak using Gaussian model on MATLAB.
The FWHM was calculated from the fit and the energy resolution attained by dividing the
FWHM by the center energy E0. The best energy resolution was 4.6 %, which corresponds
to 0.1953 MeV FWHM, and it was measured at 50 V bias with induced junction detector
with contact opening C. However, no notable difference was observed between 50 and
70 V measurements. Different samples also yielded similar results, with the energy
resolutions of the other induced junction and p-n detectors being ~0.5 % higher than the
best one.

Although the three peaks are clearly distinguishable from each other, peaks with
closer energies might not be. In fact, each of the nuclides also emit 13-24 % of their alpha
particles at slightly lower energies than the main peaks. These lower peaks are separated
by some tens of keV but cannot be seen in the graph. The detectors fabricated by leading
manufacturers have reached energy resolutions below 0.5 %. The resolution measured
from the induced junction detectors was far from this value. This is at least partly due to
a non-optimal measurement setup meaning that accurate energy resolution can only be
determined with measurement of the large detectors. The air gap affects the energy
resolution in a negative manner. Energy loss in the air is not constant for all alpha particles
but instead creates additional broadening of the spectrum. Also, high energy increment
of the channels, i.e., low number of channels for measuring one peak, in the measurement
setup made separation of close energies impossible.
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7

This thesis has developed a fabrication process for silicon alpha detectors using induced
junction. The theory of alpha particle detection with silicon detectors has been reviewed
and utilized in the development of two slightly different process flows. The first acted as
a baseline process and was named Process 1, while the second was more advanced version
and named Process 2. The properties of the detectors fabricated in this thesis have also
been compared to traditional externally doped p-n junction detectors in terms of emitter
performance and leakage current.

The optimization of the baseline fabrication process was achieved with multiple test
measurements as summarized in the following. First, integration of a separate Al-nealing
step on thermally oxidized SiO2 was observed to improve the surface passivation
considerably. This positive effect was, on the other hand, observed to be completely
deactivated by sputtering. Quite surprisingly, it was found out that Al-nealing of Al2O3
does not have similar positive effect than SiO2 and the anneal actually decreased the
effectivity of surface passivation. Dark surface saturation current densities of induced and
p-n junctions confirmed the superior recombination properties of the induced junction, as
its J0 value was 2.4 fA cm-2 compared to 231 fA cm-2 of the implanted p-n junction. The
more advanced Process 2 was developed based on these experiments and finally both
processes (Processes 1 and 2) were used to fabricate a set of alpha detectors.

All the fabricated detectors were characterized by IV, CV and alpha spectroscopy
measurements. Surprisingly, the baseline Process 1 turned out to generate lower leakage
currents than the Process 2, although having the effect of Al-nealing cancelled by
sputtering. The Process 2 seemed to have some structural defects that nullified the impact
of better passivation, as the leakage currents on some detector chips were unexplainably
high. Nevertheless, a detector with by far lowest leakage current (2.2 nA) was also
obtained with the Process 2, thus making it a promising subject for future studies.
Multiple induced and p-n junction detectors developed with the Process 1 had leakage
currents between 20 and 40 nA with 80 V reverse bias, which are typical values in the
industry. However, variance between the individual detectors within a single wafer was
large and some of the currents recorded hundreds of nA. The problem with variance might
be fixed if the production was done in an industrial setting instead of university, though.
Nevertheless, the leakage currents equal the values of the industry already with the
baseline process. This is very promising, considering that this is the first time such
detectors are being made. Additionally, Process 2 indicates the possibility of even
achieving far better leakage current.

As a final characterization method, the energy spectrum of some of the smaller
detectors was measured with 50 and 70 V reverse biases. The measurements confirmed
correct operation of the detectors. The detectors were able to clearly distinguish the three
energy peaks of an alpha emitter consisting of Pu-239, Am-241, Cm-244. The
measurement setup was not optimal for obtaining accurate energy resolution due to an air
gap between the emitter and the detector, but it allowed determining a higher limit for it.
4.6 % energy resolution was determined for the best small detector with the rest being
within 0.5 % of that. More accurate results will be acquired in the future with
measurement of the large detector chips with a setup more ideal for finding out the actual
energy resolution.
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The results demonstrate that induced junction silicon detectors are a promising
alternative for the ones that base their operation on the externally doped p-n junction.
Further study is needed with Process 2 to evaluate its viability as a processing method.
The energy resolution of the large detectors will largely determine, if the induced junction
detectors can be an alternative or even a better option than externally doped junction
detectors for alpha particle detection. Nevertheless, in theory, the absence of the dead
layer should result in improved energy resolution.

The induced junction detectors could be commercialized rather easily, since the
processing is based on standard procedures in the industry. A production line specializing
in externally doped junction detectors would not need major procurements to be able to
also fabricate induced junction detectors. Additionally, the omission of the doping phase
would simplify the fabrication process, thus reducing the price of production.
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